[BCG vs. BCG plus recombinant alpha-interferon 2b in superficial tumors of the bladder].
BCG intravesical instillation is a well established therapy for superficial bladder carcinoma as adjuvant and/or prophylactic treatment. However side-effects are frequent when full doses are employed and therefore low dose alternative schedules were proposed. Interferon intraluminal therapy for bladder TCC has been used with similar indication but the results did not encourage further single drug trials. A double arm random study, BCG full dose vs. BCG low dose, is presented. The results point out that the combination treatment is superior to BCG full dose therapy in terms of side effects and similar to BCG full dose as regards efficiency (5/18 vs 4/18 recurrences) after a follow-up of 24.11 +/- 8.15 for BCG and 16.72 +/- 8.7 for BCG + IFN.